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0. INTRODUCTION
Let F be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p G 0, and A ben
the alternating group on n letters. In this paper we study tensor decompos-
able irreducible FA -modules, i.e., irreducible modules E which can ben
written as E ( E m E for non-tri¤ial FA -modules E and E . We refer1 2 n 1 2
w xthe reader to 2, 3, 14, 15, 28 for results on the similar problem for the
wsymmetric group S . For example, the following theorem is part of 3,n
xMain Theorem .
THEOREM A. Let D and D be F S -modules of dimensions greater than1 2 n
one. Then D m D is reducible unless p s 2 and n is e¤en.1 2
1 Ž .The second author gratefully acknowledges the support of the NSF Grant DMS-9900134 .
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Of course, the same result will follow for FA -modules E and E ,n 1 2
which lift to the symmetric group S . However, some FA -modules do notn n
lift, and we need further investigation to complete the problem.
To describe our main result we first explain how the irreducible FA -n
modules can be parametrised. We start from the symmetric group, refer-
w xring the reader to 16 for the standard facts on its representation theory.
In particular, to every p-regular partition l of n one can associate the
irreducible F S -module Dl. Assume that p ) 2 and denote by sgn then
1-dimensional sign representation of S . Then Dl m sgn is irreducible son
there should exist a p-regular partition lM with
Dl m sgn ( DlM . 1Ž .
The bijection l ‹ lM on the set of p-regular partitions is called the
Mullineux bijection. This bijection can be described explicitly using a
w xcombinatorial algorithm suggested by Mullineux; see 4, 13, 22, 27 .
Ž w x.Moreover, it follows easily from Clifford theory see, e.g., 12 that the
restriction Dlx is irreducible if and only if Dl m sgn \ Dl. If this isA n
the case, we denote this irreducible restriction by El. Of course, El ( ElM.
On the other hand, if Dl m sgn ( Dl, then the restriction Dlx splitsA n
as a direct sum El[ El of two irreducible FA -modules. Finally,q y n
El ‹ l / lM j El , El ‹ l s lM 4  4q y
is a complete set of irreducible FA -modules, and distinct modules L andn
M from this set are isomorphic if and only if L ( El, M ( ElM for some
p-regular partition l with l / lM. If l s lM we say that l is Mullineux-
fixed.
Gathering together equal parts of l we can represent it in the form
Ž a1 a2 ak .l s l , l , . . . , l where l ) l ) ??? ) l ) 0 and all a ) 0. Then the1 2 k 1 2 k i
Ž .partition l is called a Jantzen]Seitz partition or JS-partition for short if
it is p-regular and p divides l y l q a q a for all i with 1 F i - k.i iq1 i iq1
These partitions are important because the restriction Dlx is irre-S ny 1w xducible if and only if l is a JS-partition, cf. 11, 19, 20 .
Ž .The number a q a q ??? qa is denoted h l and called the height1 2 k
of l.
Now we can state our main result, which describes tensor decomposable
FA -modules in characteristic p ) 5. The case p s 0 has been treated inn
w x Ž w x.2 see also 28 , but the cases p s 2, 3, and 5 remain open.
MAIN THEOREM. Let p ) 5 and E , E be FA -modules of dimensions1 2 n
greater than one. Then E m E is reducible with the only exception of1 2
Žny1, 1. l Ž .E m E where p ƒ n and l is a JS-partition with p ƒ h l . In the"
exceptional case we ha¤e EŽny1, 1. m El ( En, where the Young diagram of n"
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is obtained from that of l by remo¤ing the top remo¤able node and adding the
bottom addable one.
Ž . Ž28, 1. Ž15, 3, 2 5, 1. Ž14, 3, 2 5, 12 .EXAMPLE. i Let p s 7. Then E m E ( E ."
Ž .ii To emphasize that the situation is really exceptional for small p,
w x Ž3, 2. Ž3, 2. Ž4, 1. Ž4, 12 .we note using 18, p. 2 that E m E ( E for p s 2, and Eq y q
mEŽ4, 12 .( EŽ4, 2. for p s 3. But we believe that the main theorem shouldy
still hold for p s 5, and, with few exceptions, for p s 3. We refer the
w xreader to 14, 15 for some exceptional phenomena in characteristic 2.
The proof of the Main Theorem is given in Section 3. Note that in view
of Theorem A, we only need to consider tensor products of the form
El m E m and El m E m ." " "
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the paper we assume that char F s p ) 2.
Let G be a group. We write 1 for the trivial FG-module. If M is anG
FG-module and D , . . . , D are irreducible FG-modules then the notation1 k
< <M s D . . . D means that M is a uniserial FG-module with composition1 k
factors D , . . . , D counted from bottom to top.1 k
ŽWe record two well-known general facts for the first one see the
w x.explanations in 5, 5.1
LEMMA 1.1. Let G be a group, M be an FG-module, and H 1 G be a
w x Ž . Ž .normal subgroup of index G : H prime to p. Then soc M x ( soc M x .H H
LEMMA 1.2. Let X, Y, Z be FG-modules. Assume that Z : X [ Y and
Ž .that Z has a simple socle. Then X or Y or both contains an isomorphic copy
of Z as a submodule.
Proof. Let f : Z “ X [ Y be an embedding, and p , p be projec-X Y
tions of X [ Y to X, Y, respectively. Then p ( f or p ( f must be anX Y
injection, since otherwise both maps annihilate the simple socle of Z,
which is impossible as p ( f q p ( f s f is injective.X Y
y1 Ž .Let s g S _ A . Then A “ A , g ‹ s gs is an outer automor-n n n n
phism of A . If M is an FA -module we can use this automorphism ton n
twist the action of A on M. Letn
g ? m [ s gsy1 m , g g A , m g M . 2Ž .n
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This defines a new FA -module denoted by sM. The following lemma andn
corollary follow from Clifford theory and the definitions:
LEMMA 1.3. Let l be a p-regular partition of n with l s lM. Then
sEl ( El ." .
COROLLARY 1.4. Let l be a p-regular partition of n with l s lM. Then
we ha¤e isomorphisms of FA -modules,n
s Hom El , El ( Hom El , El ,Ž . Ž .F " " F . .
s Hom El , El ( Hom El , El .Ž . Ž .F " . F . "
Now we show that partitions l with few parts are usually not Mullineux-
fixed.
w xLEMMA 1.5 25, 1.9 . Let n G 5 and l be a partition of n.
Ž . Ž . Ž M . Ž . Mi If h l F 2 then h l / h l . In particular, l / l .
Ž . Ž . Mii If p ) 3 and h l s 3 then l / l, except for the cases where
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 3.p ) 5 and l is one of the following, 3, 1 , 3, 2, 1 , 3 , 2 , 3 .
Ž . Ž . Miii If p ) 5 and h l s 4 then l / l, except for the cases where
Ž 3. Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2p ) 7 and l is one of the following, 4, 1 , 4, 2, 1 , 4, 3, 2, 1 , 4, 3 , 1 , 4 ,
2 . Ž 2 . Ž 3 . Ž 4.2 , 4 , 3, 2 , 4 , 3 , 4 .
In the next two lemmas we investigate when ‘‘rectangular’’ and ‘‘near
rectangular’’ partitions are Mullineux-fixed.
Ž a. MLEMMA 1.6. Let a - p and l s l . Then l s l if and only if l s a
and p ) 2 l y 1.
Proof. Note that l is a p-core if and only if l q a y 1 - p. In this case
M t w x w xl s l , and transpose partition, see, e.g., 6, 4.1 or 8, 2.1 , and so
l s lM means l s a. If l is not a p-core then the height of lM is
MŽ . w xp y a / a s h l , so l / l ; see, e.g., 8, 2.4 .
ŽŽ .a1 a2 . MLEMMA 1.7. Let a , a - p and l s l q 1 , l . Then l s l if and1 2
Ž .only if l s 2, 1 and p ) 3.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1.6. If l is a p-core, we
t w x w x Ž .must have l s l by 6, 4.1 or 8, 2.1 , which is only possible if l s 2, 1
Ž .and p ) 3. Now, we may assume that l is not a p-core. If h l G p y 1,
w x Mthe result follows, for example, from 1, 2.2 . Otherwise the height of l is
MŽ . Ž .p y h l / h l , so l / l .
w x lAs in 16 , we denote by S the Specht module over the symmetric group
S corresponding to a partition l of n. By construction, Sl is a submodulen
of the permutation module M l. The module M l is known to be self-dual,
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Ž l.U lso S is naturally a quotient module of M . We are especially inter-
Ž .ested in two row partitions. For such a partition n y k, k denote by
Y Žnyk , k . the block component of M Žnyk , k . containing the Specht module
S Žnyk , k . : M Žnyk , k .. We will use the description of the blocks of the
wsymmetric group known as ‘‘Nakayama’s conjecture’’; see, for example, 17,
x Žnyk , k .2.7.41, 6.1.21 . Now we describe the submodule structure of Y :
w xLEMMA 1.8 8, 3.3 . Let k G 0, p ) k, and n G 2k. If there exists l such
Ž .that 0 F l - k and n ’ k q l y 1 mod p then
S Žnyk , k . s DŽnyl , l . ‹ DŽnyk , k . ,
Y Žnyk , k . s DŽnyl , l . ‹ DŽnyk , k . ‹ DŽnyl , l . ,
and
UŽnyk , k . Žnyl , l . Žnyk , k .Y rD ( S .Ž .
Žnyk , k . Žnyk , k . Ž Žnyk , k ..U Žnyk , k .Otherwise Y s S ( S ( D .
Lemma 1.8 immediately implies the following
COROLLARY 1.9. Let k G 0, p ) k, and n G 2k. If there exists l such
Ž .that 0 F l - k and n ’ k q l y 1 mod p then
dim End Y Žnyk , k . s 2,Ž .F S n
dim Hom S Žnyk , k . , Y Žnyk , k . s 1,Ž .F S n
UŽnyk , k . Žnyk , k .dim Hom Y , S s 1,Ž .Ž .F S n
UŽnyk , k . Žnyk , k .dim Hom S , S s 1.Ž .Ž .F S n
Otherwise, all four homomorphism spaces abo¤e are 1-dimensional.
Žnyk , k . Ž Žnyk , k . .UCOROLLARY 1.10. The socles of Y x and S x areA An n
simple.
Ž .Proof. This follows from Lemmas 1.8, 1.1, and 1.5 i .
Žnyk , k . k Ž Žnyk , k ..U kSometimes we will denote Y by X and S by X . The1 2
next result will be used to prove that certain homomorphism spaces are
large enough.
LEMMA 1.11. Let k s k ) k ) ??? ) k G 0 be integers, p ) k, n G1 2 r
X  42k, and M, N be F S -modules. Assume that for some i , i g 1, 2 then j j
Ž k j.U k jXmodules X are quotients of M and the modules X are submodules ofi ij j
Ž .N, j s 1, 2, . . . , r. Then dim Hom M, N G r.F S n
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Proof. For r s 1 the claim follows immediately from Corollary 1.9.
Ž .Assume r s 2 and n ’ k q k y 1 mod p . Then Lemma 1.8 implies1 2
Ž k 2 .U Žnyk 2 , k 2 . Ž k1.U Žnyk 2 , k 2 . Žnyk1, k1. Ž k1.UX ( D , and X ( S [ D ‹ D or X (i i i2 1 1
Žnyk 2 , k 2 . Žnyk1, k1. Žnyk 2 , k 2 . Ž k1.U Ž k1.UY [ D ‹ D ‹ D . If X s S then X andi i1 1
Ž k 2 .U Ž k1.U Ž k 2 .UX have different simple heads, so X [ X is a quotient ofi i i2 1 2
Ž k1.U k1 k 2X XM. Otherwise, X ( Y is a quotient of M. Similarly, either X [ Xi i i1 1 2
or Y is a submodule of N. By Corollary 1.9 again, we conclude that
Ž .dim Hom M, N G 2.F S n
Now observe that for any 1 F s - t F r such that n k k q k y 1s t
Ž . k s k tmod p the modules X and X are in different blocks by virtue ofi is t
Nakayama’s conjecture. So the general case follows from the argument in
the special cases considered above.
COROLLARY 1.12. Let k s k ) k ) ??? ) k G 0 be integers, p ) k,1 2 r
X  4n G 2k, and M, N be FA -modules. Assume that for some i , i g 1, 2 then j j
Ž k j .U k jXmodules X x are quotients of M and the modules X x are sub-i A i Aj n j n
Ž .modules of N, j s 1, 2, . . . , r. Then dim Hom M, N G r.FA n
Proof. Repeat the proof of Lemma 1.11 using Lemma 1.5 and Corol-
lary 1.10.
The following two results verify some assumptions of Lemma 1.11 for
Ž l.the F S -module End D .n F
w xTHEOREM 1.13 24, 2.3, 2.4 . Let p ) k ) 1, n G 2k, and l be a
Ž . Ž M . Žnyk , k .p-regular partition of n satisfying h l , h l G k. Then Y or
Ž Žnyk , k ..U Ž . Ž l.S or both is a submodule of the self-dual module End D .F
Ž .PROPOSITION 1.14. Let p ) 5, n G 8, and l s m, k be a two row
partition of n with k G 2.
Ž . Ž . Žny3, 3. Ž Žny3, 3..U Ži If m k k y 2 mod p and m ) k then Y or S or
. Ž l.both is a submodule of End D .F
Ž . Ž . Žny4, 4. Ž Žny4, 4..U Žii If m ’ k y 2 mod p or m s k then Y or S or
. Ž l.both is a submodule of End D .F
w x w xProof. This follows from 24, 2.4 and 8, 4.12 .
In Section 3 it will be convenient to assume that n is not too small, so
we deal with small cases here.
LEMMA 1.15. Let p ) 5.
Ž . Ž .i For n F 9 the only non-tri¤ial irreducible tensor products are
EŽ8, 1. m EŽ33.( EŽ4, 3, 2.."
Ž .ii For 10 F n F 16 there are no irreducible tensor products of the
form El m E m ." "
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Ž . w x Ž .Proof. i This follows, for example, from 9, 18 ; ii follows by dimen-
sions using GAP.
2. RESTRICTION AND INDUCTION
In this section we deal with results on induction indS nq 1 and restrictionS n
S n w xres . The list of notions defined, for example, in 7, 22 , and used here isS ny 1
as follows.
Ž . 4l s i, j g N = N ‹ j F l is the Young diagram of the partitioni
Ž . Žl s l G l G ??? we do not distinguish between partitions and their1 2
.Young diagrams ;
Ž .i, j g N = N is called a node;
Ž . Ž .i, l g l is called a remo¤able node of l if l ) l ;i i iq1
Ž . Ž .i, l q 1 is called an addable node for l if i s 1 or i ) 1 andi
l - l ;i iy1
 4 Ž .l s l_ A s l , . . . , l , l y 1, l , . . . is a partition of n y 1A 1 iy1 i iq1
Ž .obtained by removing a removable node A s i, l from l;i
B  4 Ž .l s l j B s l , . . . , l , l q 1, l , . . . is a partition of n q 11 iy1 i iq1
Ž .obtained by adding an addable node B s i, l q 1 to l;i
Ž . Ž . Ž .res A s j y i mod p is the p -residue of a node A s i, j .
A removable node A of l is called normal if for every addable node B
Ž .above A with res B s res A there exists a removable node C B strictly
Ž . Xbetween A and B with res C B s res A, and such that B / B implies
Ž . Ž X.C B / C B . A removable node is called good if it is the lowest among
the normal nodes of a fixed residue. An addable node B is called conormal
if for every removable node A below B with res A s res B there exists an
Ž . Ž .addable node C A strictly between B and A with res C A s res B, and
X Ž . Ž X.such that A / A implies C A / C A . An addable node is called
cogood if it is the highest among the conormal nodes of a fixed residue.
THEOREM 2.1. Let Dl be an irreducible F S -module.n
Ž . w x li 20, Theorem D; 21, 0.6 The restriction D x is irreducible ifS ny 1
and only if l is a JS-partition, which is equi¤alent to the fact that the top
remo¤able node A of l is its only normal node. In this case Dlx ( DlA.S ny 1
Ž . l Ž l S nq 1 . lAii The socle of D x resp. D › is isomorphic to [DS ny 1
Ž lB . Ž . Žresp. [D where the sum is o¤er all good resp. cogood nodes A resp.
.B of l.
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Ž . w Ž .x l S nq 1iii 7, Theorem E ii The induced module D › is semisimple if
and only if all conormal nodes of l ha¤e different residues. In this case we
ha¤e Dl›S nq 1 ( [DlB, where the sum is o¤er all conormal nodes B of l.
Ž . w Ž .x Biv 7, Theorem E iv For any addable node B such that l is
p-regular,
d if B is conormal for l,B Bl S lnq 1D › : D s ½ 0 otherwise,
Žwhere d denotes the number of conormal nodes C below B counting BB
.itself such that res C s res B.
Ž . w XŽ .xv 7, Theorem E iv For any remo¤able node A such that l isA
p-regular,
f if A is normal for l,Al lAD x : D sS ½ny 1 0 otherwise,
Ž .where f denotes the number of normal nodes D abo¤e A counting A itselfA
such that res D s res A.
Ž . w Ž .x Ž l S nq 1 .vi 7, Theorem E v The dimension dim End D › is equalF S nq 1
to the number of conormal nodes for l.
Ž .The following relation between the Mullineux bijection and co good
Ž w x w x.nodes is known see 4, 4.12 or 22, Sect. 4 :
Ž .LEMMA 2.2. Let l be a p-regular partition, and A resp. B be a good
Ž . Žresp. cogood node for l of residue a . Then there exists a unique good resp.
. X Ž X. M Ž .M Ž M . Xcogood node A resp. B for l of residue ya such that l s lA A
Ž Ž B.M Ž M .BX .resp. l s l .
Proof. We prove the result for good nodes, the proof for the cogood
Ž . lMones being similar. By Theorem 2.1 ii , the socle of D x is isomor-S ny 1
phic to [DŽlM .AX where the sum is over the good nodes AX of lM. On the
other hand, since Dl
M ( Dl m sgn the same socle is isomorphic to [DŽlA.M
w xwhere the sum is over the good nodes A of l. By 25 , the number of
nodes in l of residue a is equal to the number of nodes in lM of residue
ya , and the result follows.
We make further remarks on restriction, induction, and related combi-
natorics. The next lemma follows from the intertwining number theorem
w x w x10, 44.5 , cf. 23, 4.1 :
LEMMA 2.3. Let V be an F S -module. Thenn
dim End V ›S nq 1 s dim End V q dim End V x .Ž .Ž . Ž .F S F S F S Snq 1 n ny1 ny1
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LEMMA 2.4. Let Dl be an irreducible F S -module. Thenn
Ž . l S nq 1i D › is reducible;
Ž . l S nq 1 lii D › has at least three composition factors unless D x isS ny 1
irreducible.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.3, using Schur’s lemma and self-du-
ality of irreducible modules over symmetric groups.
w xThe following fact is proved in 24 using modular branching rules:
w x M lPROPOSITION 2.5 24, 3.6 . Let l s l be a JS-partition. Then D xS ny 2
( Dn [ Dn M for some n / n M.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let l s lM be a JS-partition, and A be the top remo¤-
ŽŽ l . S n .able node of l. Then dim End D x › s 3. In particular, l hasF S S An ny1
exactly three conormal nodes.
Proof. For the first claim apply Lemma 2.3 to the F S -moduleny1
V s Dlx using Proposition 2.5. The second claim follows from theS ny 1
Ž .Ž .first and Theorem 2.1 i vi .
The next observation on cornomal nodes follows immediately from the
definitions.
LEMMA 2.7. Let l be a p-regular partition of n. The two bottom addable
nodes of l are conormal.
LEMMA 2.8. Let l be a JS-partition and A be the top remo¤able node
of l. Then A is a conormal addable node for the partition l .A
Ž .Proof. Let A s A , A , . . . , A resp. B , B , . . . , B be the remov-1 2 l 1 2 lq1
Ž .able resp. addable nodes of l counted from top to bottom. By definition
of JS-partitions we have res A s res B for i s 2, 3, . . . , l. Moreover,i iy1
res A / res B s res A , as l is p-regular. Now the result follows from1 1 2
the definition of conormal.
Now we prove our main result on conormal nodes of Mullineux-fixed
JS-partitions.
LEMMA 2.9. Let n ) 3, l s lM be a Mullineux-fixed JS-partition, A be
the top remo¤able node of l, and B, C be the two bottom addable nodes of l.
Then res A s 0, res B s yres C, and A, B, C are the only three conormal
nodes for l .A
Ž .Proof. Assume for certainty that B is below C. By Theorem 2.1 i , A is
the only normal and hence the only good node of l. Since l s lM,
Lemma 2.2 implies res A s 0. By Lemma 2.7, B and C are conormal
Ž .nodes for l. Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.1 vi
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that B and C are the only two conormal nodes for l. If B and C have
distinct residues then they are cogood and res B s yres C by virtue of
Lemma 2.2. Otherwise C is the only cogood node of l, and this time
Lemma 2.2 implies res C s 0. Thus res B s res C s 0, and so res B s
yres C anyway.
Ž .By Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.1 vi , l has exactly three conormalA
nodes. Since A is one of them by Lemma 2.8, it remains to prove that B
and C are conormal addable nodes for l . Observe that if l has at leastA
three removable nodes then B and C are the bottom addable nodes of l ,A
Ž a1 a2 .and so they are conormal by Lemma 2.7. If l s l , l has exactly two1 2
removable nodes then l y l ) 1 by Lemma 1.7, in which case B and C1 2
are the bottom addable nodes of l , and we apply Lemma 2.7 again.A
Finally, the case where l has only one removable node is treated using
Lemma 1.6.
Finally, we prove a couple of very special combinatorial facts which will
be used only once.
LEMMA 2.10. There are no p-regular Mullineux-fixed partitions l which
ha¤e exactly two normal nodes A and A , such that A is below A ,1 2 2 1
res A s res A , l is not p-regular, and l is a JS-partition.1 2 A A1 2
Proof. By definition, the top removable node is always normal, so it
Ž a1 a2 .must be A . Since l is not p-regular, we have l s l , l , . . . where1 A 1 21
l y l s 1 and a s p y 1. So the second top removable node of l is1 2 2
normal, hence it must be A . By Lemma 1.7, l must have at least one2
more removable node, so let A be the third removable node from the top.3
If B is the node immediately above A then B is a removable node of l .2 A2
If a ) 1 then B is normal, which contradicts the fact that l is JS.1 A2
Finally, if a s 1 then A is normal for l , which again contradicts the1 3 A2
fact that l is JS.A2
LEMMA 2.11. There are no p-regular Mullineux-fixed partitions l which
ha¤e exactly two normal nodes A and A such that res A / res A , l1 2 1 2 A1
Ž . Ž .and l are JS-partitions, and l s l , where B is the top remo¤-A A B A B i2 1 1 2 2
able node of l .A i
Ž a1 a2 ak .Proof. Let A be above A , and let l s l , l , . . . , l . Then A is1 2 1 2 k 1
Ž . Ž .the top removable node of l and of l . So A s B and l s l .A 1 2 A B A A2 2 2 2 1
Ž . Ž .Now l s l implies that A s B , which is only possible ifA B A B 2 11 1 2 2
a s 1 and l y l s 1. By Lemma 1.7, we have k G 3 so we can pick the1 1 2
third removable node from the top, A , say. Since l is a JS-partition, we3 A1
have res A s res A , hence A is normal for l , which is impossible as3 1 3 A2
l is a JS-partition.A2
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3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Split]Non-split Case. Throughout this subsection l and m are p-regu-
M Ž . Ž n. Mlar partitions of n satisfying l / l , l / n , 1 , m s m . We are
interested in tensor products of the form El m E m . Note that in view of"
Lemma 1.3, El m E m is irreducible if and only if El m E m is irreducible.q y
LEMMA 3.1. The product El m E m is irreducible if and only if o¤er S we" n
l m n Ž n . n nha¤e D m D ( D [ D m sgn with D \ D m sgn. In this case,
El m E m( El m E m( En.q y
l m Ž l m. Ž l m .Proof. If E m E is irreducible then D m D x ( E m E [" A qn
Ž l m . l mE m E is semisimple, and so D m D is also semisimple, thanks toy
Lemma 1.1. Moreover, since D m m sgn ( D m, we have Dl m D m m sgn (
Dl m D m. So either the tensor product Dl m D m has one composition
factor Dk with Dk m sgn ( Dk or it has two composition factors Dn and
Dn m sgn, with Dn \ Dn m sgn. But the former option is impossible by
Theorem A. The rest is clear.
THEOREM 3.2. Let p ) 5, n G 10, and El \ 1 , EŽny1, 1..A n
Then El m E m is reducible."
Proof. If El m E m is irreducible then Lemma 3.1 implies"
dim Hom End Dl , End D m s dim End Dl m D m s 2.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .F S F F F Sn n
Ž .We use Lemma 1.11 and notation therein to show that the first Hom-space
above actually has a larger dimension. Indeed, by Lemma 1.11, it suffices
to show that the following two conditions are satisfied:
Ž . Ž 0.U Ž 2 .U Ž 3.U Ž 4 .Ua the modules X , X , and one of the modules X , Xi i i i0 2 3 4
 4 Ž l.for some i g 1, 2 are quotients of End D , andj F
Ž . k Ž m.Xb the modules X are submodules of End D for k s 0, 2, 3, 4i FkX  4and some i g 1, 2 .j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .But a and b hold in view of Lemma 1.5 i , ii , Theorem 1.13, and
Proposition 1.14.
Tensor Products In¤ol¤ing the Natural Module. Now we study products
of the form EŽny1, 1. m E m where m is a Mullineux-fixed partition."
THEOREM 3.3. The product EŽny1, 1. m E m is irreducible if and only if"
Ž . Žny1, 1. mp ƒ n and m is a JS-partition with p ƒ h m . In this case E m E ("
E m
B
A ( E mCA, where A is the top remo¤able node of m and B, C are the two
bottom addable nodes for m .A
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, EŽny1, 1. m E m is irreducible if and only if"
DŽny1, 1. m D m ( Dn [ Dn M
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for some n / n M. To find when this happens, note that
M Žny1, 1. m D m ( 1 ›S n m D m ( D mx ›S n .Ž . Ž .S Sny 1 ny1
Assume first that p ƒ n. Then M Žny1, 1. ( DŽny1, 1. [ 1 . SoS n
D mx ›S n ( D m [ DŽny1, 1. m D m .Ž .Ž .S ny 1
Ž m . S nThus, we have to find when D x › is a direct sum of threeS ny 1
irreducible modules. By Lemma 2.4, this can only happen if D mx isS ny 1
Ž .irreducible. In view of Theorem 2.1 i , this means that m is a JS-partition
or, equivalently, the top removable node of A of m is its only normal node.
Ž .So, in view of Corollary 2.6 and Theorem 2.1 iii , it remains to find when
the three conormal nodes of m have different residues. By Lemma 2.9A
this happens if and only if the bottom addable node of m has residue
Ž .different from 0. But the residue of this node is yh m , which implies the
required result.
Žny1, 1. < Žny1, 1. < Ž m .Now assume that p ‹ n. Then M s 1 D 1 .So D xS S Sn n ny1
›S n has a filtration with layers D m, D Ž ny 1, 1. m D m, D m. In
particular, it has four composition factors, exactly two of which are
isomorphic to each other. Assume that DŽny1, 1. m D m ( Dn [ Dn M for
M Ž . msome n / n . By Lemma 2.4 i , D x has at most two compositionS ny 1
factors.
If D mx s D mA is irreducible then m has three conormal nodes;S Any 1
Ž m . S nsee Lemma 2.9. If these nodes have different residues then D x ›S ny 1
has three composition factors, giving a contradiction. So all three conormal
nodes of l have the same residue 0; see Lemma 2.9 again. The top of
them, call it C, is cogood and so mC is p-regular and appears inA
Ž m . S n Ž . Ž .D x › with multiplicity 3; see Theorem 2.1 ii , iv . This contradic-S ny 1
tion shows that D mx cannot be irreducible.S ny 1
Thus, D mx has exactly two composition factors, say D and D . InS 1 2ny 1
view of Lemma 2.4, the restrictions D x must be irreducible. Ifi S ny 2
Ž . Ž .D ( D then by Theorem 2.1 i , v , m must have two normal nodes which1 2
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.10. Application of this lemma leads us to
a contradiction, so D \ D . In this case Theorem 2.1 implies that m has1 2
exactly two normal nodes, say A , A , such that res A / res A , D mx1 2 1 2 S ny 1
( D mA1 [ D mA2 , and we may assume that D s D mA i. Observe also thati
dim Hom D m , D mx ›S n s dim End D mx s 2.Ž . Ž .Ž .F S S F S Sn ny1 ny1 ny1
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This implies that
D mx ›S n ( D m [ D m [ Dn [ Dn M ,Ž .S ny 1
ŽŽ m . S n .whence dim End D x › s 6. Now by Lemma 2.3,F S Sn ny1
dim End D mx s 4.Ž .F S Sny 2 ny2
This shows that the irreducible restrictions D mA2x and D mA1 xS Sny 2 ny2
m ust be isomorphic to each other, which is impossible by Theorem 2.1 and
Lemma 2.11.
Double-split Case. In this subsection l and m are Mullineux-fixed
partitions of n. As our arguments for any product of the form El m E m" "
are similar we consider only Elm E m.q q
LEMMA 3.4. Assume Elm E m is irreducible. Thenq q
dim Hom End El , End E m s 1,Ž .Ž .Ž .FA F q F qn
dim Hom End El , Hom E m , E m F 1,Ž .Ž .Ž .FA F q F q yn
dim Hom Hom El , El , Hom E m , E m F 1,Ž .Ž .Ž .FA F q y F y qn
dim Hom Hom El , El , Hom E m , E m F 1.Ž .Ž .Ž .FA F q y F q qn
Proof. Note that
Hom End El , End E m ( Hom Elm E m , Elm E m ,Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .FA F q F q FA q q q qn n
which is 1-dimensional by assumptions and Schur’s lemma. Moreover,
Hom End El , Hom E m , E m ( Hom Elm E m , Elm E m .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .FA F q F q y FA q q q yn n
If the last space is at least 2-dimensional then the simple module Elm E mq q
appears at least twice in the socle of Elm E m, which is impossible asq y
Ž l m . Ž l m .dim E m E s dim E m E . Next,q q q y
Hom Hom El , El , Hom E m , E mŽ .Ž .Ž .FA F q y F y qn
( Hom Elm E m , Elm E m ,Ž .FA y y q qn
which is at most 1-dimensional as both modules Elm E m and Elm E m(q q y y
sŽ l m .E m E are irreducible by assumption. Finally,q q
Hom Hom El , El , Hom E m , E mŽ .Ž .Ž .FA F q y F q qn
( Hom Elm E m , Elm E m ,Ž .FA y q q qn
which is at most 1-dimensional as El m E m is irreducible, andq q
l m l mdim E m E s dim E m E .y q q q
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THEOREM 3.5. Let p ) 5 and n ) 16. Then Elm E m is reducible.q q
l m Ž . Ž .Proof. Assume E m E is irreducible. As n ) 16, we have h l , h mq q
Ž l.G 5 by Lemma 1.5. So by Theorem 1.13 and self-duality of End D , theF
Ž k .U Ž l. kXmodules X are quotients of End D and the modules X arej F jk k
Ž m. X  4submodules of End D for k s 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, and some j , j g 1, 2 ; seeF k k
Ž k .Uthe notation of Lemma 1.11. So the modules X x are quotients ofj Ak n
Ž l. k Ž m.XEnd D x and the modules X x are submodules of End D x .F A j A F An k n n
Note that
End Dn x ( End En [ End En [ Hom En , EnŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .F A F q F y F q yn
[ Hom En , EnŽ .F y q
for n s l or m. Let us denote
M n [ End En [ End En ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1 F q F y
M n [ Hom En , En [ Hom En , En .Ž . Ž . Ž .2 F q y F y q
By Lemma 1.2, Corollary 1.10, and the remarks above, there are numbers
 4  4 Ž m .U Ž l .Ur, s g 1, 2 and m, l g 0, 2, 3, 4, 5 , m / l, such that X x , X xj A j Am n l n
Ž . m l Ž .X Xare quotients of M l and X x , X x are submodules of M m .r j A j A sm n l n
We will show that this contradicts Lemma 3.4. Indeed, consider, for
example, the case r s 1, s s 2, the remaining three cases being similar.
First, we claim that X mX x and X lX x are submodules ofj A j Am n l n
Ž m m .Hom E , E . Indeed, by Corollary 1.4,F q y
M m s Hom E m , E m [ Hom E m , E mŽ . Ž . Ž .2 F q y F y q
( Hom E m , E m [s Hom E m , E m .Ž . Ž .F q y F q y
k s Ž k . kX X XAs X x ( X x , we have X x is a submodule ofj A j A j Ak n k n k n
Ž m m . s Ž m m .Hom E , E if and only if it is a submodule of Hom E , E . NowF q y F q y
the claim follows from Lemma 1.2 and Corollary 1.10.
Ž m .U Ž l .U Ž l .Similarly, X x and X x are quotients of End E . So, byj A j A F qm n l n
Ž Ž l . Ž m m ..Corollary 1.12, we have dim Hom End E , Hom E , E G 2, giv-FA F q F q yn
ing the desired contradiction with Lemma 3.4.
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